The Power Team claims the "power to move a generation" in most of its promotional materials, and while its audiences are, in actuality, a mixture of the faithful and the curious, old and young, its stated target is in fact young men in their teens and early twenties. In his interview with Meg Grant of People Magazine, Jacobs claims to have spoken "in person to over one million teenagers" in the previous year. Grant goes on to note: "On this night in Tacoma, Jacobs calls down the converts for their public rebirth. About a thousand teenagers come forward to proclaim their newfound faith" (1988:II2). To attract these young audiences, the Team positions itself in competition with, and employs the tricks of, other performance practices aimed at teens. All live performances are videotaped for later broadcast over the Trinity Broadcast Network (TBN), which is owned and operated by evangelicals Paul and Jan Crouch, who reserve a regular place for "The Power Connection" in the Saturday lineup in direct competition with cartoons, MTV, American Gladiators, and professional wrestling. The Team also offers inspirational educational programs at no charge to public school administrators. These school programs are necessarily stripped of explicit references to God, Christ, the Spirit, Christianity, and salvation. Nonetheless, the Power Team's ostensibly secular exhibitions increase its mainstream visibility and serve as promotional events for the evening performances. The People Magazine reporter describes school performances simply and uncritically:
During the day, Jacobs and his Power Team have been visiting schools to put on a teaser-ripping phone books and bending steeland delivering a motivational speech that includes warnings against drugs, liquor and sex. Then they invite the students to an evening performance at a nearby church, where the pitch is religious.
(Grant I988:III)
Endorsements from public school officials are scrupulous in reassuring others, as in this letter from the principal of Woodway High School in Edmonds, Washington: "Though an avowd [sic] fundamentalist Christian group, not one single reference or allusion was made to God, church, religion, or Christianity" (Sankey 1987). At school assemblies, the Power Team performs a few of the feats in its repertoire, shares its "self-esteem" message-i.e., say no to drugs, alcohol, and sex before marriage-and promises a bigger and better spectacle in the evening. The young spectators then go home and convince their parents to take the entire family to the local civic center to see the Power Team uncensored.
That the 20th-century trade in souls requires increasingly sophisticated machinery to attract participants and to sustain itself is evident in the Power Team's live and televised performances. What we see is essentially a pastiche that visibly mimics many of the most popular, most secular forms of performance. In the words of one newspaper reporter: "The popularity of championship wrestling and 'American Gladiators' with national audiences is a strong indication that men mixing brawn with theatrics will find large audiences wherever they perform" (Holland 1993:I82). He later adds: "Americans like muscles, and they like to be entertained" (1993:182 With their explicit evocations of popular performance, the members of the Power Team present themselves as bonafide stars in terms recognizable by a wide, secular audience. Jacobs is extremely savvy in making his performances visible outside the evangelical community and in using that visibility to promote himself as a successful evangelical performer. Beyond the Team's regular TBN appearances and its international tours, members are frequently interviewed in the secular press. Countless examples of newspaper and journal coverage-notably the spot in People Magazine-are included in the materials used to promote the Team to potential church sponsors, and Jacobs has appeared on local television stations, on CNN, and on the BBC, where he told one interviewer: "We're just Christians who happen to be strong" (JJEA 1991). For the Team's audiences, therefore, seeing John Jacobs and his Team-mates "live" and "in person" is equivalent to seeing a film, TV, or rock star live and in person. To see members performing up close and to be seen by them, to be touched and blessed in the most literal way, is to be welcomed into a magic circle defined by the aura of celebrity that the Team very deliberately projects. And while Jacobs is adamant in his self-presentation as a missionary, a person who rejects the lure of lucre and fame for the selfless goal of saving souls, it is clear that he thrives both on attention to his celebrity and on contributions to his coffers.
Men on a Mission
The Power Team's performance resembles nothing so much as a psychomachia, a morality play in which human actors stand in for virtue and vice in the struggle for the soul of man. However, in the Team's dialectic, the opposition is not human, but rather inanimate, unspeaking objects which lack voice or volition-unlike the expressive range and passion of medieval vice figures. The confrontation is thus one-sided. The Team represents the forces of virtue as heroic men who, glistening with the sweat of their struggles, challenge apparently immovable objects that are variously articulated in the Team's discourse as representative of vice, the devil, or other antichristical forces. They are, in their own self-presentation, "Men on a mission to reach this world" (JEA 1988 It is tempting to offer a psychoanalytic explanation for Jacobs' missionary zeal in repeating his rather limited thematics. In almost every appearance, live and taped, he refers to his parents' divorce when he was ten years old, to his despair at losing his father, and to the power of God to be a "father to the fatherless." Addressing his audience as husbands, fathers, sons, and brothers, Jacobs urges men to reclaim their families' spiritual lives from the feminine realm.6 According to Jacobs, too many fathers have relinquished to mothers their roles as both models and authority figures for their sons. A real man takes his family to church, leads his family in prayer and devotion, and otherwise ensures that the lives of his wife and children conform to Christian doctrine.
Every man in the audience, Jacobs insists, has the potential to become like God the Father. Not only is each man's body and spirit subject to control and constraint, but a truly devoted husband and father should build his family-and his community-in h/His image; he should, that is, control and constrain them as well as himself. The Power Team's exhibition of strength is patterned in a consistent, ever intensifying cycle of anticipation, exhortation, engagement, climax, and reflection. Like professional wrestling, the setup, which is verbal, is extended to create desire for the payoff, which is action. Jacobs first points to the areas of the stage and the objects which have been readied-to the sweating ice, stacked bricks, hot water bottles, etc.-as he paints a picture of the feats the audience will soon see performed: "With no fear he will slam his forehead into this block of ice. [...] With lightning speed, he crashes his skull straight through." Jacobs outlines the dangers faced by the performer: "Blowing up this hot water bottle, the air can rush back and rupture your lung." Jacobs then initiates a sequence of testimonials which culminate in a homily and a prayer. He reiterates the promise of the spectacle to come, but pauses to perform one of a variety of homiletic pitches for money. In his pitches, he calls on the Christian Center volunteers to pass the collection buckets or pushes spectators to purchase souvenirs or "artifacts." The money collected, Jacobs offers another prayer. Finally, the feats are performed. The spectators cheer. Jacobs leads them in prayer, then begins to describe the next set of feats.
Making
"Look how strong we are. Let us tell you why." By separating words from spectacle, Jacobs stands against the inherent tensions between his mission and the seduction of his own performance. Throughout the performance he explicitly points to the Team's bodies: "Look how strong we are." He then explains the source and significance of the men's strength.. The exchange between performers and spectators is simultaneously evangelical and economic: both in paying attention to the Team's sermons and in paying dollars in donations and purchases, spectators are to be rewarded with an exciting demonstration of strength along with the added bonus of a chance at eternal life. The talking part of the cycle seems to take a very long time-at least 30 minutes-while the action itself is very brief-perhaps 3 to 5 minutes at most. The extended period in which the spectacle is promised but not yet performed is clearly calculated to elevate and sustain a high degree of suspense in much the same way, and with about as much subtlety, as a circus ringleader teases his spectators with the idea that they will soon be treated to the sight of a man putting his head in the lion's mouth. The time that elapses from the first description to the actual action, along with the constant presence on the stage of the objects to be confronted, permits spectators to build an elaborate picture of the feat in their imaginations.
That It is difficult to remain unimpressed by what these men can do, but it is also difficult to resist skepticism. It is most apparent that the spectacle itself is an elaboration upon sideshow strongman standards when one man lies on a bed of nails while another, lying on the first man's chest, lifts a barbell. These feats demand both brute strength and precise skill, to be sure, but many also-according to my informants-employ no small amount of illusion and not a little deception.7 Perhaps the most conventional trick is the breaking of huge stacks of cinder blocks. With the Team member perched on scaffolding-his concentration as he bends toward the blocks several times and the explosion of debris as his arms or forehead make contact-the appearance of power is striking indeed. But by looking closely, it is possible to see that the blocks are individually separated by small shivs of wood, so that the force of the first block breaking actually causes a chain reaction. That is, the performer has only to generate enough force to break the first block; momentum dispatches the rest. Moreover, the way in which the blocks crumble upon contact indicates a strong probability that they have been baked; past a certain point, the drier the brick, the less "concrete" it becomes. Similarly, when the ice blocks appear in stacks, they are separated by shivs, so that to break one is to cause the stack to collapse. Ice, in particular, requires only a precise tap for cracks to spread. Then too, the huge singular blocks of ice that appear so formidable on the stage may have equally huge air-cavities frozen inside.
Phone books, hot water bottles, and steel bars can be baked, scored, or otherwise prepared, as can handcuffs-although a deception here is harder to discern. Breaking baseball bats is relatively simple when pressure is placed on the proper point. It is, in fact, possible that the only genuine, nonillusory display of strength occurs with the lifting of heavy objects-in Everett, a tree log. Even then, the impression of strength is enhanced by the apparent effort with which two or more men, either other members of the Team or stagehands, lift the object into place for the performer. That Team members are strong is not in question, of course, but neither is the degree to which the feats are staged rather than "natural" and the effects upon the audience calculated rather than naive.
"Look me in the eyes!"
Audience response is remarkably controlled throughout the Power Team's performance. As with his initial confrontation with the young scoffer, Jacobs immediately and directly attacks any outburst of laughter or talking out of turn. He stops in midsentence, points to the offender, challenges him to admit the truth of the homily in progress and to acknowledge both the power of the preacher and the power of God. It is an effective technique for commanding renewed attention from everyone in the audience. From where I sit in the balcony I am never quite sure that there has been a real infraction-I never see the disruption, never hear the laughter or the chattering-but I can feel spectators around me straightening up, perhaps wanting to avoid being singled out, or perhaps in what is simply a sympathetic, reflexive response to hearing someone being scolded. The message is unambiguous and not unlike Christian doctrine in general: behave according to the script or risk exposure and censure.
Beyond this directly confrontational, explicitly authoritative stance, Jacobs also deploys a wide range of strategies for structuring and containing our responses to the performance and to his message. Many of these strategies, particularly his mode of direct address, are recognizable from evangelical preaching practice present and past.8 The lights in the auditorium are constantly being raised or lowered, so that the audience moves from high visibility to relative invisibility. Jacobs puts spectators on the spot, looking at us directly as he asks us to respond to repeated, generally rhetorical questions, which invariably begin with "How many of you know...?" as in "How many of you know that to have your fa-ther walk out on you when you are only ten years old is a terrible loss?" He explicitly directs spectator response to segments of the performance, telling us when to cheer and when to be silent, when (and how) to pray, when to put money in the plate, when to be impressed and on what terms, and so on. Moreover, Jacobs frequently demands that spectators "look [him] in the eyes" in a manner that recalls the vaudeville hypnotist, as he repeats the crux of his homily.
Spectator response to the Power Team's performance is situated within a closed system in which no alternate or outsider position is visible. The live performances employ a group of ten or more men whose role is to set the stage and then to act as model spectators, demonstrating respect and reverence by listening to Jacobs and watching the action. Because these stagehands are visibly less muscular than Jacobs and the other Team members-for example, it takes four of these men to position the log into place so that a single Team member can lift itthey make the Team seem even stronger in contrast. When not clearing the breakage from the previous action and preparing the stage for the next phase, these men, wearing Power Team T-shirts, sit on scattered cinder blocks upstage. As such, they reflect and model audience response throughout the performance, much as a church choir might, by bowing their heads or cheering as Jacobs commands. In the televised broadcasts, the role of this onstage audience is mirrored by the auditorium audience, which has been filmed along with the performers; that is, those of us attending the performance at the Everett Civic Auditorium will have been captured on tape by the Team's crews, in effect becoming part of the spectacle that the at-home audience will then watch on TBN. fears, and ideals perhaps runs contrary to cliches of manhood, but beyond the expected born-again narrative of "I was lost and now I'm saved" is a performative strategy for creating a sense of immediacy, intimacy, and authenticity. The enactment of personal revelation justifies each man's participation in the performance as missionary rather than exhibitionistic. The narratives explain why the members of the Team are there to be looked at and why we are looking at them.
The Law of Increasing Returns
In Everett, the promise of the spectacle is regularly put on hold so that Jacobs can make a surprisingly unsubtle pitch for contributions. The same ethic is in evidence more than a year later when I call the John Jacobs Evangelistic Association requesting a videotape; for a $25 donation the tape is mine, as is my eternal place on a mailing list from which I now receive offers of enticing items, notably the "Power Sword Bible" if I send additional donations.
Jacobs repeatedly informs us that the Living Word Christian

Destined to Win
The shift from words to action is frequently underscored by the Power Team's theme song, "We are destined to win!" or other similarly evangelicized rock music, although on one or two occasions Jacobs calls for silence. The acts themselves happen relatively quickly, taking less than three minutes for the stage to be littered with debris. Each man demonstrates psychic preparation as he approaches his station, repeatedly running and stopping just short of the block of ice, or bending toward stacks of cinder blocks, or testing the weight and heft of a tree log (this was, after all, Washington state) before actually breaking through. Guided by dramatic shifts in lighting and the swing of the follow spot, the focus moves rapidly from one man's feat to the next. During each man's preparation we are told either to cheer him on-"Let's hear you cheer for Berry and for Christ!"-or to be silent to preserve his concentration-"This feat is so dangerous that any sound you make may cause grave injuries." Each man's preparatory moments, his breathing pattern and whoosh of energy, may be amplified by another Team member standing behind, holding a microphone to his face. At the moment of breakthrough, music again bursts from the loudspeakers, the Team shouts "Praise the Lord" or leads the audience in a cheer: "Give me a J! Give me an E! [...]" The cheers and applause are quickly followed by a call for silence and prayer.
What we see may best be described, then, in terms of the heroic or epic ordeal: at once a test of faith and proof of God's power made manifest in the men's straining, sweating bodies. They concentrate, strive, and break through barriers which are both concrete (literally) and abstract. That is, each man is a hero who demonstrates his purity of body and spirit in confronting obstacles which are both physical and spiritual.9 The objects to be broken are presented to the audience both in their literal manifestations-here is I,ooo pounds of cinder block, notice how heavy it looks, how solid it appears-and as symbolic of vice, stand-ins for the Devil, Satan, and the Beast, or on occasion for more mundane vices such as drugs, lust, and suicidal despair.'? In the Team's promotional materials, the boundaries between the objects and what they represent are totally collapsed: To break through the cinder blocks, or the ice, or the hot water bottles is simultaneously a demonstration of actual physical strength and a confrontation with spiritual danger. The courage and determination with which the Team member confronts the onstage obstacle represent the courage and determination with which each spectator should face the more ephemeral obstacles to faith and salvation. The feeling of release which accompanies the moment of breakthrough is a model of the release, the breaking through of everyday cares, that the person who dedicates himself or herself to Christ is sure to experience. Then too, the seriousness with which Team members confront the physical obstacles on the stage is staged explicitly to mirror the sincerity of their message. The moment of breakthrough is, on these terms, a prediction of victory in the struggle for souls.
Given the Team's emphasis on masculinity and patriarchy, it is clear that the struggle for dominion over the flesh is also a struggle to reassert the dominance of a man-centered ethic. The Everett performance operates within a homo-social continuum; what is presented and sustained is a series of interactions between men, and between men and objects, in which the feminine "other" is introduced only at very precise, carefully circumscribed moments. The Team's few references to women are predominantly attached to its ongoing plea for funds: "We need $40,000 beyond what our sponsors have contributed so that our wives and children can continue to travel with us." In this presentation, wives and children are clearly dependents, representative both of the Team members' hidden lives and, given the homosociality of the performance, a verification that these are indeed "real"-that is, heterosexual-men. Indeed, Jacobs' wife, Ruthanne, frequently makes appearances in the drawing room setting of Trinity Broadcast Network, and she is remarkably skilled at keeping her eyes on her husband. Her role is to be awed both by what her husband has accomplished and by her own part in the drama."
In Everett, when Mike Hagen's little daughter is brought out to reinforce this plea for money, her diminutive size and squeaky, girl-child voice are overshadowed by the bulk of Jacobs' body and his deeper, adult male voice as he gently questions her. These are, after all, men who can restrain their violence and direct it only toward deserving opponents. It is appropriate, then, that the only other appearance of the feminine in the performance is when two teenage girls are invited to come up onto the stage where, in exchange for Power Team T-shirts, they are invited to touch Mike Hagen's chest through his light T-shirt to verify that he is not wearing any armor as protection from the bed of nails on which he is about to lie. Giggling, they poke at the man. Literally, they represent what he is not.
Breaking the Chains of the Devil
The final feat in the Everett performance, and frequently in the broadcasts, is also the Power Team's signature: the breaking of the handcuffs. It is astonishing both because of its apparent difficulty and because it is rhetorically and performatively paradoxical. The feat apparently originated in 1979, when Jacobs was preaching in prison. As one writer tells it: Only by considering that Jacobs initially learned the trick while proselytizing in a prison and by remembering his repeated urging that the young men in his live and televised audiences become "rebels for Christ," is it possible to come to terms with the ambiguous positioning of the handcuffs-and the sheriff-in the Power Team's discourse. According to Jacobs, to be a born-again Christian is to step outside mainstream American culture, to risk the censure and taunts of one's non-Christian peers. A young Christian man is, in essence, the James Dean of the 'gos. The ambiguity of the handcuffs, along with the emphasis of the performance on acts of destruction, allows Jacobs to station himself between authority and rebellion in the same moment. At the same time, the handcuffs literally bind the men together in an unnatural way. In the Jacobs lexicon, men must stand together but indi-vidually; they must seek the community of the Spirit, but find the Spirit in their own hearts. Then, too, for these heroes of virtue to be handcuffed together is clearly an injustice; breaking the cuffs reasserts the world order.
The sheriff locks the handcuffs into place. Much like an escape artist at a carnival sideshow, Jacobs then urges him along with Pastor Pina to verify that the cuffs are both authentic and secure. This is the real thing, Jacobs warns us. The men risk serious injury by putting so much pressure on their wrists and bodies. Winning this battle against the physical constraints of the handcuffs and the limitations of human strength, he adds, represents the Power of God to transform our lives. As the music again swells and the audience cheers, the men brace themselves against each other in various gymnastic poses-one man's feet against another's chest, one standing on another's shoulders. They push against each other, breaking away one at a time until all stand separate again. Jacobs takes the microphone again, repeating: "Praise the Lord, Praise the Lord, Praise the Lord..." The audience is ecstatic. With the broken handcuffs still dangling from his wrists, John Jacobs calls for silence and offers a benediction.
The Spectacle of Conversion
The curtain call is, in effect, an altar call. Jacobs urges those who have been moved by the Holy Spirit during the performance to approach the stage. In this final, and crucial, test of the Team's powers, far more than half of the people present do step forward to receive a second, more intimate, hands-on blessing directly from the men. These self-selected acolytes print their names, addresses, and phone numbers on decision cards, checking a box that indicates either that they are dedicating themselves to Christ for the first time or that they are rededicating themselves to Christ. They are told that will soon receive a congratulatory letter from the Power Team. Many will return subsequent nights, and by the end of this crusade, many will have become members of the Living Word Christian Center.
Those of us who do not come forward at the altar call are effectively excluded from the culmination of the performance. All evening, we had been made to feel highly visible to Jacobs and his What was promised has been delivered. Bricks have been broken along with audience members' resistance to the Spirit. What began as an echo of popular performance now claims its place as an act of worship. In the Team's own terms, the bait has been taken, the trap snapped shut. The dedication cards will be counted, and the numbers used both to assure the Living Word Christian Center that it has gotten its money's worth and to promote future crusades. 
